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About Virgin Media

What is EoCN

Virgin Media push the envelope of customer satisfaction by 
holding the customer journey and customer values close to their 
core values. As a brand, they’re in a competitive market place 
and what sets them apart is their major broadband network. 
This has allowed them to place greater emphasis on connectivity 
allowing them to offer faster speeds than their competitors. 
Newer developments are designed to bring lightning fast 
broadband to areas which aren’t cable enabled already.

The new Ofcom regulation launched 15th February 2020 
outlines that customers must be sent an End of Contract 
Notification 10-40 days before their contract ends. These 
should include details of the account such as current 
contract deal and associated offers. The regulation is 
designed to raise awareness to the customer that they’re out 
of contract and their price may change.

Enabling Virgin Media to successfully meet 
Ofcom’s new End of Contract Notification 
regulation  

“We’ve never had the budget the likes of Sky have, yet 
we’ve performed faster growth by being an aggressive 
competitor by challenging everyone and being the first in 
the quad-play market” 
Ben Gibson, Senior Campaign Delivery Manager

The Challenge: Implementation of End of Contract Notification Regulation (EoCN)

Virgin Media’s Insight Operation team serve across the business implementing 
Broadband, Telephone, Cable and Mobile specific marketing campaigns. In May 
2019, Ofcom announced that all customers must be sent an end of contract 
notification 10-40 days before their contract ends. These should include details of 
the account such as current contract deal, price & services, future premium as 
well as recommendations for alternative tariffs available based on customer usage 
and current service.

Virgin Media have an existing relationship with CACI licencing their Fresco and 
Acorn data products and previously working with dedicated onsite consultants.

Virgin Media again requested the support from a dedicated CACI Adobe Campaign 
Consultant to assist with the creation and the facilitation of the end to end solution. 
CACI’s Senior Consultant, Fraser Rallison joined the team to support Virgin Media 
with its EoCN campaign. 

“Resource and timelines were very very short, and it was a mandatory timeline 
with a big financial impact if this was missed. We needed someone very good.  We 
needed that confidence that whoever came onboard could run with the project 
and Fraser’s prior experience was perfect.” 

Ben Gibson, Senior Campaign Delivery Manager
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The Approach – Using Adobe Campaign excellence to 
deliver data downstream

The EoCN approach consisted of passing data through several 
different data systems. The process began by selecting all eligible 
customers using Virgin Media’s source billing system. This data is then 
released to be transformed into a more customer friendly format. 
Once complete, the customer specific offers are appended, and the 
data is delivered into Adobe Campaign.

Within Adobe Campaign, 6 individual workflows were created to 
release over 20 different data files. These workflows ensured that 
the data coming through was correct and accurate with no missing 
values which could cause confusion to the customer. The data is 
also checked to ensure all offers are correct and make sense to the 
consumer.

Once these steps are complete the data is reviewed to identify the 
most appropriate way to contact customers. This is identified by 
reviewing their previous email engagement, quality of email address 
and whether they require a notification in a special format (such as 
Audio or Braille).

Once these checks and classifications are complete a bespoke 
report is built from Adobe and shared with project stakeholders 
with a request to approve the counts should they match the project 
plan. Once sign off is agreed the data passes a final two stage quality 
assurance check before then being released to separate Email and 
Direct Mail agencies.

“Our systems didn’t have anything which could produce this, and we 
hadn’t done this before. We had absolutely nothing in place that could 
do this, it would be starting from scratch”
 Ben Gibson, Senior Campaign Delivery Manager
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The Results: Successful customer 
communications within Regulation

The level of granularity within the workflows allowed 
Virgin Media to better understand the offering 
provided to customers. The flexible and dynamic 
approach has also lead to a significant amount of 
customers communicated to since 15th February 
2020 when the regulation came into force. With the 
support of CACI, Virgin Media have kept within the 
EoCN regulations and avoid substantial fines.

The robustness of the solution was demonstrated 
when stress tested by an internal audit conducted 
by Liberty Global, the parent company of Virgin 
Media. The audit highlighted that the solution built 
in Adobe Campaign was exactly what Virgin Media 
needed to meet the regulation, and no improvement 
recommendations were made. 

 “The success of EoCN has changed our team 
profile, the change we’ve seen since Fraser joined 
to now is a completely different team within the 
Virgin Media business. Everyone is aware of us, 
everyone wants something from us, everything 
goes through us and everyone wants our yes or 
no.

I seriously don’t think that without CACI and other 
members of the project team that we would have 
hit that go live date” 
Ben Gibson, Senior Campaign Delivery Manager
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